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Eriez® HydroFlow® Introduces Updated SumpDoc™ Portable Inline Fluid Reclamation Machine
Erie, PA — Eriez® HydroFlow® introduces a new version of its SumpDoc™ portable inline fluid
reclamation machine. The design has been modified to make these units more affordable and
easier to use. Eriez will officially unveil the updated SumpDoc at WESTEC 2017, which is taking
place September 12-14 in Los Angeles, CA.
The original SumpDoc was introduced in 2012. The redesigned version is based on customer
feedback at numerous installations. The updated unit is simple to operate and small and lightweight
enough to allow an operator to push SumpDoc quickly and easily from location to location.
SumpDoc provides complete coolant restoration and rejuvenation treatment of the metalworking fluids in the machine tool
sump with minimal operator interface. There is no interruption in the production cycle or need to transport fluids. The
portable SumpDoc can be wheeled next to a machine tool, parts washer or rinse tank to provide full-service fluid
reclamation in a simple two step process.
The main components of the SumpDoc include; sump cleaner for removal of chips and solids 50-micron and larger, pleated
bag filter and housing for removal of solids down to 10-micron, high speed centrifuge for removal of emulsified tramp oil and
fines down to three to five micron, an ozone generator for microbiological treatment of coolants and electrical controls with
touch screen dashboard.
The SumpDoc is a cost-effective alternative to a central fluid recycling system or batch processing. The economic advantages
stem from the elimination of downtime and savings from re-use of fluids. Removing solids, filtering the fluid and removing tramp
oils are essential steps for cleaning the coolant to ensure maximum performance and sump life.
“The SumpDoc is the only coolant maintenance equipment on the market today that combines both sump cleaning and
tramp oil removal in one package,” explains HydroFlow Product Manager Ron Wendt. “With its portable design and ability to
function with little operator interaction and no stop in production, the SumpDoc is truly unique.”
To learn more about SumpDoc, visit http://erieznews.com/nr430. Customers who wish to discuss their specific application
needs should call Eriez and ask to speak with a HydroFlow team member.
Eriez is recognized as world authority in separation technologies. The company’s magnetic lift and separation, metal
detection, fluid filtration, flotation, materials feeding, screening, conveying and controlling equipment have application in the
process, metalworking, packaging, plastics, rubber, recycling, food, mining, aggregate and textile industries. Eriez
manufactures and markets these products through 12 international facilities located on six continents. For more information,
call toll-free (888) 300-ERIEZ (3743) within the U.S. and Canada. For online users, visit www.eriez.com or send email to
eriez@eriez.com. Eriez World Headquarters is located at 2200 Asbury Road, Erie, PA 16506.
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